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Abstract— Nowadays, computers and internet has become inseparable parts of our life. Throughout the world, web has become the best source of abundant information. Search engines play a key role in finding out the information; they are enhanced with new advanced search technologies. Though search engines find much information with one key word, fail to provide the accurate, exact data that is required. Through research it has found that users will not have much interest if it is delayed and can't afford to spend time with queries. This time constrain can be observed in many situations. Hence the most significant point in the applications of the search engines is to find accurate information immediately. This aspect of accurate and immediate information for a search can be solved by personalized web environments. There is an increasing importance to the personalized web environment. This paper defines many user personalization approaches and techniques, which are useful in web search domain and the systems that are at present used on the Internet.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of the many search engine developers is improving the accuracy of the search results of the personalized websites with some other long term goals. To answer all the necessities of the browsers and to bring the best search engine applications; much importance is given to areas like better browsing, localization, question and answer methodology, visual results presentation and modified web search. Each technology relates to a different aspect of people’s information behaviors; showing that different technologies should be developed to answer different demands.

Till now not much development is observed. Thus the web remained same. Also not much development and innovation is brought in this web personalization field because individual web search behavior has not changed much. Here in the case of web personalization, the main challenge is to read the mind of the users, imposing a very big challenge because the words used for any search are limited to two or three words. Similar difficulties are faced in localization and personalization of web information at the user acceptance side and software development side. So, by solving these difficulties, there arises the possibility of accurate information at the very first search. Following mentioned are some of the issues in Web searching:

- Structuring Queries- The difficulty faced by users are properly structuring queries, namely applying the rules of a particular system, especially Boolean operators (e.g., AND, OR, NOT) and term modifiers (e.g., ‘+’, ‘!’).
- Spelling- One reason for reducing the number of results retrieved is the users generally misspell terms in queries. It is often difficult to detect these spelling errors as these queries frequently retrieve results from large document collections. The user is unable to realize that the query contains a spelling mistake.
- Query Refinement- Many times the searchers do not refine their query, even if there may be other terms that relate directly to their needed information. Studies show that searchers rarely modify their queries, or do it incrementally, and then typically only for one or two times.
- Managing Results- There is trouble to the searchers in the management of the number of results. Mostly, the user queries are extremely broad, resulting in an unmanageable number of results. Few searchers view more than the first ten or twenty documents from the result list.

The introduced feature Personalization of a search engine will provide great utility and be a time saving tool for all of the browsers. It takes the search engine directly to the information and topics which had already been taken to by the user previously. Thus further helping the browser to collect the needed accurate information without being troubled by all the other unwanted data, which may be related to the topic but not relevant to the demands. But sometimes the situations occur where the browser doesn't want the search engine to have the knowledge about them resulting in rejection of this new application. Leaving these problems behind, Google and AskJeev are taking all the trouble to bring it intact.

A. Making It Personal

Till now, the browser is not given idea of any search engine resulting the browser doesn't know the requirements of any search engine. This shows that search engines need to be enhanced to understand the user in a better manner. One of the biggest hurdle is that computer software is not good at understanding people's information needs.

To give accurate information to the user, Google is trying to develop different techniques. The filtered results are
obtained if the user provides it with the needed information voluntarily. The personalized web search which is still in beta testing (http://labs.google.com/personalized) helps the user to give a search profile so as to give filtered results which match the search profile supplied by user. It also updates him about new information in the web through email.

Ask Jeeves which is known for its question and answer technology, is trying to be the best even in personalization. Its new technology i.e. My Jeeves, helps a user to save his search results in his My Jeeves folder. This folder can be updated with any other personal information and this can be accessed from any PC. For a minimum of 1000 documents registration is not necessary and there is no limit if one is registered. The company is planning to connect this My Jeeves to its smart search techniques. For ex, if one is searching for 'NYC' at Ask Jeeves, he gets a structured smart search box, which contains links to maps, jobs, weather, local time, and the city's chamber of commerce. Through this they try to give a refined search result. The excessive data can't answer the demands of the user perfectly and exactly. Another problem is that, for all the queries same results are given, which may be similar but are asked by different users with varied needs. Personalization is one solution, which understands the needs of a particular user and gives filtered information; which comes along with the constraint of understanding the mind of a user. The analysis of the search behaviors shows that there are three techniques that are mostly used by users, first begin Surfing with the help of a query and a recommendation. Recommendation based search should be given some information about the user needs so that it can relate to the results of any other user with same interests. This is used for movies, music and products [1]; thus giving the filtered results.

Another technique which is browsing is used to find information. In this, the user goes ahead with hyper links by migrating through pages and selecting any one page. This is very helpful because one can get information from any part of the world and research scholars are much benefited. But due to large amount of information which is available, it becomes difficult to find the exact website. User has to spend a lot of time searching for the suitable one even with the most structured websites like Yahoo! Directory and the open Directory project 2. This implies that, the information is available, but accessing them is a difficult task.

When a query is given to a search engine, surfing is done with the help of Information Retrieval (IR). To answer a query, the search engine selects some websites, which can give the query answer. From millions of documents few are selected and given to the user. These results will be used as inputs i.e. the information found will help for further search. This is based on particular sources and the list of sources is not updated. Another problem with IR is that it depends on sequences of usually unrelated user queries. To resolve the said problem, one possible solution is Information Filtering (IF), which is modeled on the interests of the user. This technology believes that user's needs are static and at least do not change with the same rate as that of websites. The web is smartly updated, removed and added; so the IF can be the best way to reach information. Since it takes a user to be static, it doesn't trouble the user with abundant information but matches his interests with the information and continuous to update that related data. But one big challenge exists, which is to find whether the new data suits the user need or not. So to update the information much time is consumed. Due to this drawback IF prototypes are not preferred much by the user.

Information Retrieval (IR) and Personalization are two different techniques that can be used to access data. In IR methodology, new information is updated with the help of re-retrieving and the Search Engines Document Index is changed accordingly. Personalization is an innovative technique, more efficient than the previous ones. The paper focuses and elaborates on this new technology and its working system. To access any data in Internet, through surfing or a query, the key point is searching. Following any of the above said methods will confuse author with huge amount of information. Query directs a user to the relevant documents from many documents of different topics available [2]. Regardless of his requirements, these search engines will give the same results to any kind of user. This implies that these need to be improved for the sake of better search. Personalization is one such step that helps search engine to have unique aggregation of documents for any line of a topic which is brought with the help of the users. Here, a user is supposed to supply his requirements in a format and also the situation for which he needs information. This helps to match a user with any other user's results who has same interests. Thus helping the user to reach the exact information required. The results will be according to the preferences, tastes, backgrounds and knowledge of a user.

Though many search engines have been evolved, but very few concentrate on user interaction. It is also observed by the users that it is a difficult task to personalize them. As efficiency rises with personalization, difficulty also increases in using them. By personalization, search can be made very efficient but it becomes very difficult to utilize it [3]. Few of its Cons are:

- The purpose, requirements and interest of a user will be saved in an external search system and this is not liked by many.
- Personalization of web search results is a computationally intensive tough task.
- A personalized search engine takes considerable time, which is done within a second by general browsers.
- To bring securitized results according to the interests of a user is not very easy causing an obstacle.

Present paper familiarizes and introduces a user with the procedures, methods and techniques of a personalized search engine. Personalization approaches aim to:

- Tailor search results to individuals based on knowledge of their interests
• Identify relevant documents and put them on top of the result list
• Filter irrelevant search results
• Maintains user’s profiles representing the interest of users
• Make use of the context

II. RELATED WORK

A. Personalization Based Web Usage Mining

Web mining is nothing but a careful systematic search and evaluation of the documents available in World Wide Web. Web-mining is related to the information and its features are divided in the procedure given below:

• Content Data: These are the documents that are available to the browser. Content mining is deriving information from the material of the web pages.[4]
• Structure Data: Web structure mining is the way of selecting information from the structure of data.[5]
• Usage data: The data which is taken from the browser is connected to the web. As cited above [6] Web Usage Mining (WUM) is the exploration and evaluation of browser access to the web information system using the data available to customize the web for user was not any new idea but was suggested way back in year 1995. [7]

1) User-Interaction Tracking:

The data about the transactions of a user with Internet is of great use for personalization. This connectivity data can be acquired in different ways: The web browser on the client side, web server logs, or representative server logs. As the importance of personalization rises, strict attention to minute details of tracking is of major importance and must be undertaken as the important feature in choosing a data source. There are many degrees of storage available in the web, especially to find out browsers access to much utilized page while browsing, user tend to refer back many a times data is directed with the help of web browser storage.

Nevertheless, cache hits are not totally saved at proxy server logs, which in return effect the analyzing of user preferences and search behavior. Lin et al. (1999) [8] has invented an "access pattern collection server" to overcome the above said problem which works only when user secrecy doesn't matter. Cooley et al. (1999) [9] has used referer and agent fields of a server log to obtain the information about the stored references that are hit back. Spiliopoulou et al. (2003) [10] analyzed the output of many such methodologies. It is found that server and proxy logs are unable to provide the temporary aspects of user communication. Time stamps stored in these logs for document demands will also have network-transmitting time. Because of the uncontrolled working of the network, the important information can't be inspected easily. Rather, if temporal characteristics are stored on the client side, hiding times of all user communications can be stored as promptly as needed. The data that is available with the user about the communication done with Internet is the most reliable and spatial. Since complete information is available with user, finding out the URL or resource of a data becomes very simple. This is a very big challenge in case of proxy or server logs. Moreover previously collecting data about the web page usage is a single person job for a proxy, but now it is rendered to all the users.

This work is known as session identification and is efficiently done at the user side. Because of the stateless connection model of the HTTP protocol, documents asked for are logged automatically in the server or proxy logs. The documents are reorganized and grouped for a better understanding and analysis and should be divided according to the key words. In Shahabi et al. (1997) [11], employed a remote agent that finds out browser communications on the user side. The information collected by every agent is saved as different semantic groups at the server so as to dismiss the user identification again. Nevertheless, collecting information at the client has a few oversights. Java scripts or Java applets are employed to run the agents, which collect data from users. For this Java program must be incorporated in the browser of a client, which may not be liked by users. Shahabi et al. (2000) [12] elaborated on this information collecting methods depending on the user-side data collecting idea.

1) Access Pattern Analysis:

Digging in all the usage data is not possible because they are enormous in amount. The basic method is that, the value or grade of a paper is estimated according to the number of hits that it has faced by the users. In addition, when a document is preferred that is selected first or after browsing few more documents among all the results. Aggregate tree and hidden Markov models, which are not independent, are utilized to find out this characteristic and to imagine future references. Along with spatial features, temporal features like page view time are of much importance, especially in the surroundings of web personalization applications. Yan et al.(1996) [13] and Lovene and logic (2000)[15] believe that a paper can't be judged according to the time it is selected because sometimes some papers are not preferred due to its tough accessing process, Zipfin division and but this can be solved if the view time is combined with other characteristics , the present model which is explained is capable of combining the above said and many other qualities.

Mobasher et al have used the classical group regulation a priori algorithm to trace a frequent item sets depending on their patterns of occurrence at the browser sessions Mobasher et al [16] display that grouping methodologies give better results when compared to group regulations when used in the personalization of a web. Other set of methods, which are not independent are used to imagine future reference depending on the previous selections of a browser. These methods understand and represent important similarities among page selections. Cadez et al employ a Markov method for this purpose.
Borges and Levene [17] explain a probabilistic regular grammar whose higher probability strings coincides to browsers selected access methods. Breese et al [18] carry out an experimental evaluation of expected algorithms like Bayesian division and Bayesian networks in the framework of web personalization and show that the results of these algorithms depend on the kind of application and wholeness of the usage data. Grouping to mine usage data methodology was initiated by Yan et al. [13]. With this method, browser terms are generally structured vectors. In the domestic design of the vector structure, every part of the vector shows the importance of a feature, like hit-count, for correlating to the web page. A group algorithm is used to find the browser access methods. Active user terms are divided with the help of a definite application dependent on the similarity measure like Euclidean breadth.

Presently many Algorithms were tested to access the grouping achievement in the surroundings of WUM; Perkowitz and Etzioni [22] presented a new grouping algorithm, cluster miner, which is developed to answer particular web-personalization necessities; Fu et al. [19] employ BIRCH [13], an efficient hierarchical clustering algorithm; Joshi and Krishnapuram [20] prefer a fuzzy relational clustering algorithm for WUM because they believe usage data are fuzzy in nature; Strehl and Ghosh [21] propose relationship-based clustering for high dimensional data mining in the context of WUM. Paliouras et al [23], from the machine-learning society correlate achievement of cluster miner with two other grouping procedures which are vibrant in machine-learning research, for example, auto class & self organizing maps, and display that Auto-class is better than other procedures. Mobasher et al [16] point out that a browser may exhibit features that one collected by various groups while he/she is to be divided as a single cluster. VerderMeer et al [24] examine anonymous WUM by taking dynamic profiles of browsers in association with static profiles. Dynamic clusters as a methodology to prepare the group model which can update the new developments in browsers behavior. A perfect similarity calculation, which can vary, is well estimated by the gap between partial user sessions and cluster representation is also a matter of importance.

III. OVERVIEW OF PERSONALIZATION

It is difficult to personalize World Wide Web because web is a place for human to human communication whereas personalization requires software system to take part in interaction. Personalization system requires knowledge to be represented in a machine interpretable form which is not available in web. In semantic web we can develop languages for expressing information in machine process able form therefore semantic web is the most appropriate platform for understanding personalization [25].

A. Semantic Web Personalization

1) Objective of Semantic Web Personalization:

Two main objectives of semantic web personalization are to perform content-aware navigation and fruition of the resources. To identify the most appropriate resources, knowledge is used along with the descriptive keywords. The main advantage of using knowledge is that the exactness of the answers is increased. In semantic web the answers are always personalized or adapted so as to meet specific requirements characterizing the semantic web.

2) Advantages of Semantic Web Personalization:

The main advantage of semantic web is enriching web data, which is usually represented in HTML or other XML formats. It incorporates intelligent reasoning capabilities in web based systems. Semantic web based personalization has several advantages over web based personalization few of them are as follows:

- Uniformity in representing knowledge
- Domain models
- Resource Description Format (RDF) and formal reasoning

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF SEMANTIC WEB PERSONALIZATION

The main specializations of semantic personalized recommender systems are classified as follows:

- Vocabulary or ontology based system,
- Context-based recommenders
- Trust network-based recommenders,
- Rule based filtering,
- Content based filtering,
- Collaborative filtering
- Hybrid Recommendations.

A. Ontology Based System or Vocabulary

Ontology based systems can be used to personalize the semantic web by using the concepts of domain ontology containing the information regarding the domain of interest in an ontology format. The following table shows the comparative study of ontology approach’s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology Approach</th>
<th>User Information</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Personalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Domain Ontology (Content) [26]</td>
<td>User Model</td>
<td>Classification Ontology</td>
<td>Restrictions are defined</td>
<td>Restrictions are combined with the user model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graph Based Method (Search) [27]</td>
<td>User profile as Graph</td>
<td>Session Boundary recognition method</td>
<td>Conceptual correlation is calculated</td>
<td>Based on the user profile, the search results are re-ranked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF CONTEXT APPROACH’S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Approach</th>
<th>User Profile (Search) [29]</th>
<th>User Activity (Search) [30]</th>
<th>User Search History (Search) [31]</th>
<th>Concept Level (Content) [32]</th>
<th>Context History (Content) [33]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Context</td>
<td>User ontological profile</td>
<td>User context-ual profile as classifier</td>
<td>User search history as weighted dominant keywords</td>
<td>Raw context abstracted into a set of concepts using fuzzy set theory</td>
<td>Users’ profile, the current &amp; past context, users actions for the past context and the services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>User context model</td>
<td>Document-level</td>
<td>Learning algorithm based on correlation measure</td>
<td>Weight for each concept based with respect each user are determined</td>
<td>Users’ preferences and association rules are used for calculating inference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps</td>
<td>Spreading activation</td>
<td>Similarity calculated using cosine measure</td>
<td>Relevant documents for each session</td>
<td>Items are represented as concepts, Aggregated context is calculated</td>
<td>Context history is used to stores and classify the user profiles services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>Re-ranking the search results based on user model and profile</td>
<td>Similarity between document profile and contextual profile</td>
<td>Statistical method induces beliefs on user context</td>
<td>Similarity between users current context and aggregated context is computed, correlation is performed</td>
<td>Reasoning users’ preferences from context history, infers the association rules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Context-Based Personalization

Context represents any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity where an entity can be a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including location, time, activities, and the preferences of each entity. In short it can be said that the user’s aim for information acquiring attempt is represented by context [28]. The user context is automatically collected by context aware computing which extract information that is relevant to current context. Context awareness computes a broad range of contextual attributes such as the user’s activities, current positions, and their surrounding environments to better understand what the user is trying to accomplish, and what services the user might be interested.

1) Advantages of Using Context Aware Systems in Semantic Web Personalization:

Semantic web personalization can use the benefits of existing ontologies which forms the backbone of semantic web. The several reasons for developing context-aware systems based on ontologies are:
- Context ontology sharing
- Ontology reuse
- Logic reasoning mechanisms

2) Personalized Web Search:

Personalization involves the process of collecting user-specific information during interaction with the user, which is further used to deliver appropriate results to the users based on their information needs. Personalized web search helps the user to find the information on web according to his/her preferences. The Table II shows the comparative study of the context approaches.

3) Trust Network Based Systems:

Semantic web is described to be a web of knowledge having properties such as heterogeneity, openness and ubiquity. In Semantic web environment everyone has the ability to contribute, trustworthiness of the people and their contributions are of great importance and value. Therefore trust plays a crucial role in bringing the semantic web to its full potential.

4) Rule based Recommendations:

In Rule based recommendation basically a set of rules are used to make personalized recommendations. Rule based system uses information stored in web logs to extract patterns of usages which are used to device the rule [34].

5) Semantic Content Filtering:

Semantic content based filtering is based on using semantic relations. Semantic content based filtering can make better content based recommendation by addressing the two most significant problems encountered during traditional content based filtering.

Cold start problem- This problem occurs when there are not enough user ratings. By using semantic content based filtering and by retrieving more semantically related concepts, this problem can be partially solved.

Over-specialization problem-We can provide more interesting or surprising recommendations for concepts by using combinations of content feature and semantic relations in semantic content based filtering, which can partially resolve the over-specialization problem which means that the user is restricted to getting recommendations those having a
strong resemblance to the ones he already knows or defines in the user profile.

6) Semantic collaborative filtering:
In this recommendation system we incorporate the semantic knowledge to enhance the performance of traditional collaborative filtering recommendations system. Traditional systems computes exact match to find similar users and items whereas semantic collaborative filtering system uses semantic match. The main advantages of semantic collaborative filtering are:
- To reduce item scattering problem in semantic collaborative filtering, users and items are mapped to a set of concepts in domain ontology.
- By recommending items that have high semantic similarity, it reduces the cold start problem.
- User preferences can be expressed as ratings.

7) Hybrid Recommendations:
The content based filtering techniques and collaborative filtering techniques and rule based filtering are combined to generate hybrid recommendations that take the advantages of all filtering techniques, thus producing high quality recommendations.

V. PERSONALIZED SEARCH OVERVIEW

A. Personalization Techniques

Search engines are mostly dependent on IR technology, for example Vector Space Model (VSM) [35], which shows that they are dependent on the data available. When a new web page is introduced it will be updated to a search engine with a particular indication, which is formulated by using the information given in that web page. In the web world any web page will have a title name to be displayed which are to be from the content there in. These letters or key words are used by the search engines to give the results for an ad-hoc query [36]. If a user has no distributed knowledge about his need then he will not be able to use the appropriate correct word in his query resulting in slowing down of his search. Also, the reverse is equally possible [37]. But to the date, a research on search behavior about the usage of the accurate words shows that users usually restrict themselves to 2 to 3 words.

Search Engines have got a problem with language as well. Any language is rich with synonyms and poly-semis. Let us say for example, one website organizer may use a word which he likes most but a user for the same information may go for its synonym. Then tracing of that web page will not be possible for the search. Synonyms mean many words expressing same meaning and poly-semis mean one word with different meanings. Due to the above said language richness, the keyword method used by search engines suffers a lot [38]. There are maximum chances that a search gives unrelated results from billions of documents because title of these documents may have many synonyms and polysemis [39]. Due to synonyms even relevant information gets missed and with polysemis unrelated data comes into picture. This delays search and user will not be interested. Hence to provide better service, a search engine should go for the understanding of the information rather than depending on key words. This understanding will enable a search engine to correlate well with the given query.

A Collaborating Method is the one in which a search engine considers even the profile of different users to present the search results [40]. The profile consists of the needs, context and interests of a user. If the above said match for any two different users then the results can be exchanged and thus helping to achieve accuracy. Dieberger et al [41] coined a new word for this approach i.e. Social Navigation. Social Navigation refers to software that helps users to leave useful traces on web sites, such as reviews comments or votes utilized by others users while they are surfing or trying by query.

B. User Modeling in Personalized Systems

Modeling or profiling is a technique used in the personalization of a search engine. This technique stores the profile of a user and the kind of questions asked by him. To analyze users search behavior and to present relevant search results this collection is very useful. The technique called “user-modeling component” is used while the information retrieval or filtering is done. The search engine with this technique can bring down filtered results according to the user’s needs. The more complex a personalized is, in a search engine the results will be much better. In this methodology interests of the user will be provided by him to get accurate results.

The methodology will have a format, with either a registration or a questionnaire, which will be simple and touches only basic interests of a user. Where as a complex one requires information in different angles like whether user has any previous idea about the subject, academic status and purpose of the information.

VI. DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION

In this technique user is not troubled, since there is no necessity of profile. It is totally dependent on data but not on user. This technique uses the information in the web pages in order to give filtered results to a user.

A. Client Side Ontology Based Personalization

The methodology followed in the above said system is that according to the interests of the users, results will be grouped under different concepts. Here the psychology needs of the users play an important role as such we find in this technology different group of contents. The main job is the maintenance of user profile and updating groups accordingly. S. Sendhi Kumara & T. V. Geetha introduced a new personalized search index known as user conceptual index [UCI], this presents a content related relation between the search keywords and the pages, which answers the users demands. This technique is dependent on the development of automatically identified user profile known as a Personalized Ontology and Page Ontology for the improvement of an existing personalized web search system based on the UCI.
B. Query Log Analysis

Many query logs have been analyzed [42] [43]. So many have been published with relation to the distributed queries according to query length, query frequency, query type and topicality aspects. Many other works has focused on user behavior at the query session level, which shows the aspects of reformulation rates which can be relatively high. Conceptualization personalization approach groups the queries by users that issue them. User profiles are created to achieve personalization from explicit or implicit participation behavioral of user feedback [44]. The use of learning from impressions and clicks to improve the ranking is also an exciting direction [47].

VII. LOCATION BASED APPROACH

A. Personalization by Query Rewriting

Elaborate the original query by user's to personalize the search results given user's location. For example, if the original query is "Chinese restaurants" and the user's location have been decided to be "newyork", a new search query may be framed as "Chinese restaurants Newyork" by relating original search query of the tenacious location. The new search query is then issued to the search engine to get the search result for the user. Because the location "newyork" is now added in the new search query, depending on which the search result is found, the search engine is more likely to get Chinese restaurants situated in newyork. This method, however, has lapses from two sources of errors:

- The local goal might not be the only targeted of the query or even may not exist due to the limited precision of the general implicit local classifier.

- There are the chances that the user's location may be decided wrongly.

B. Personalization by Re-Ranking

As a more traditional approach, page re-ranking is put up to take the strategic advantage of the user's location. First taken are the top K documents which are rearranged in increasing ranks of those documents that match the user location with the original query. We also differentiate and weight user location matches for different sections of the top documents. It re-rank those document based on their present ranking score and text matching that tell if user location and its variation exists in certain document regions.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Personalized search on the Web is a research field that has been gaining interest recently, since it is a possible solution to the information overload problem. The reason is quite simple: information plays a vital role for each user, and users are constantly challenged to take charge of the information they need to achieve both their personal and professional goals. The ability to filter and create a personalized collection of resources simplifies the whole searching process, increasing search engine accuracy and reducing the time the user has to spend. The novelty and liveliness of the personalization field suggests that, over the next few years, new and interesting algorithms and approaches will be proposed and probably transferred to the information systems with which users interact in everyday use, such as, search engines or desktop search tools. Ontologies and the Semantic Web are two important research fields that are beginning to receive attention in this context.
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